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Roxanne Maher

From: Kevin J. Dombrowski

Sent: Tuesday, October 10, 2023 5:47 PM

To: Roxanne Maher

Subject: Fwd: Other monies owed

From: Gay Sonn <glsonn@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, October 9, 2023 8:35:19 AM
To: Ledyard Housing Authority <ledyardhousing@att.net>
Cc: Kevin J. Dombrowski <KJDom@ledyardct.org>; Gary Paul <gpaul@ledyardct.org>; Fred Allyn, III
<mayor@ledyardct.org>
Subject: Other monies owed

Good morning Colleen,

Damaged items not related to BRD renovations:

*Deductibles for damaged appliances from electrical surges, non-weather related per LHA maintenance.
*Outdoor patio carpet damaged during mowing, 2022.

The above have yet to be addressed or resolved. I have over 7 years of emails between LHA, CHFA, and myself
regarding repairs and accommodations not done. These fall within a pattern of intimidation/ discrimination/ anti-
sematism and/or select favoritism being demonstrated by LHA and you; now recurring with BRD, LHA and you.

Trying to converse with the LHA Board or you has resulted in my receiving unasked for/unwanted applications to
relocate me to other housing locations including congregant care; or being told, as have others here, the current LHA
President will help pack us up so we can "move out."

I find the above threatening, as I do the promise of no more maintenance being performed in response to the recent
Accommodation submitted. You willfully ignored and altered ADA requests, as with apartment packing and renovation
timing, and tenant Request wording to make it other than what was originally submitted, as with water pressure.

Comments attributed to me at the September LHA Board meeting were publicly published and displayed by
you; containing misleading, partial statements and statements I did not make; placing me in an adversarial, dangerous
position within the community. The LHA President moved to accept these fraudulent minutes as read, and they
continue to be left on display by you.

Due to the above, I will be filing with the Department of Justice. Ledyard Police Officer Michael McKinney, Kevin
Dombrowski and Mary McGrattan - Town Council members, and Ledyard Retired Postmaster Patricia Sargeant, can
confirm illegal mail tampering and attempted theft, unapproved entry to my unit and damage to physical property, and
attempted physical/emotional harm by current/past LHA Board members and employees.

LHA needs to stop issuing threats for the duration of my residency at Kings Manor as I daily deal with continued loss of
sight.

You don't often get email from glsonn@yahoo.com. Learn why this is important
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The refusal by the LHA Board and you to respond with appropriate, timely action for damages done only exacerbates
the trauma and distress of the situation.

Respectfully,
Gay Sonn
60 Kings Hwy #19
Gales Ferry, CT 06335
860-941-0566
glsonn@yahoo.com
10/7/23

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android


